Test will be held from this Thursday at the end of class to the following end of class next Thursday with an optional review held on Tuesday.

Went over Q-cards with each other
Questions?
Concept of Andrcracy (146). How does it apply to politics?
   Politics is male dominated.
   Demos- people  Andros- men
   Men created history, not ruled by the people but ruled by 50% of them which are men
   Meritocracy- it may look andro but it is truly democratic lead or derives from it
   Androcentrism- morbidly excessive sex-distinctions
   We do not talk about being primates or human but what is masculine or feminine.
   Mae characteristics are the ones that make us human
   Androcentric example (145) - feminine characteristics are derogatory “not masculine” or “too feminine” but “too masculine” and “not feminine” are not derogatory (pg 146 first full paragraph”).

Gilman problem with industry
   Androcentric and oversexed or gender polarization
Marx problem
   Class conflict and who controls the means of production
Durkheim problem
   Functionism